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About This Game

The Galaxy is in Danger once again, but this time it's gonna be saved by the Most huggable hero of the History. Get into the
Shoot’em up where you have to use all your skills in Calculate the perfect Timing with the Jump-Shoot Mechanic and defeat all

your enemies. Enjoy this game by the Indie Game Developers, Zuakate Games!

- Prepare to guide Cerdoconio, fight villains and fall in love of the handsome hero

-Master the Awesome Jump'n'Shoot mechanic to defeat all your enemies.

- Move through the challenged levels by writing down the password, really write it down, FOR REAL

- Space, Insects, and a Pig with a Horn, what else you can ask for? CERDOCORNIO
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Publisher:
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capricornio 2019. cerdicornio trailer. cerdicornio online. capricornio abril 2019. capricornio. capricornio data. capricornio hoy.
cerdicornio imagenes. capricornio en el amor. capricornio hoje. capricornio y cancer. capricornio fecha. capricornio horoscopo
negro

Saw unicorn.
Bought unicorn.
Played unicorn.
Killed Unicorn.
Loved Unicorn.. Saw unicorn.
Bought unicorn.
Played unicorn.
Killed Unicorn.
Loved Unicorn.. Whow. What a game. An exauhsting challenge. And it leaves a deep feel good feeling upon completion. Well,
for me at least.

So, in this game you play as the extremely lovable character Cerdocornico. You shoot space bugs and die very easily. This game
is very hard. The game features a strange mechanic that has you jump and shoot at the same time. It's not like I spend all my
awake time playing games, but I'd say it's pretty uniqe. It takes a while before you see any variation in enemies but that doesn't
matter much. The sound effects are pretty fun. Try enter a wrong password.

Is it worth it's price? I don't like the valuing games for their price. Games should be valued for their story, for their gameplay,
for their originallity, for their ingeniuty. And I will say that this game has those.. This is the best 0,99\u20ac I have ever spent in
my entire life.. This is the best 0,99\u20ac I have ever spent in my entire life.. If you're into Spanish Unicorns, then this is the
game for you! Definitely the most amusing intro I've ever seen in a game, so if I was rating the game for the intro...100%. The
gameplay uses a very unusual control mechanic, but it's one you could get used to. Perhaps the game is intended for a much
younger audience.

See gameplay at https:\/\/youtu.be\/mGtCwCFhAcQ. Whow. What a game. An exauhsting challenge. And it leaves a deep feel
good feeling upon completion. Well, for me at least.

So, in this game you play as the extremely lovable character Cerdocornico. You shoot space bugs and die very easily. This game
is very hard. The game features a strange mechanic that has you jump and shoot at the same time. It's not like I spend all my
awake time playing games, but I'd say it's pretty uniqe. It takes a while before you see any variation in enemies but that doesn't
matter much. The sound effects are pretty fun. Try enter a wrong password.

Is it worth it's price? I don't like the valuing games for their price. Games should be valued for their story, for their gameplay,
for their originallity, for their ingeniuty. And I will say that this game has those.. This is the best game of cerdocornios in all the
universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing I had an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 <3. If you're
into Spanish Unicorns, then this is the game for you! Definitely the most amusing intro I've ever seen in a game, so if I was
rating the game for the intro...100%. The gameplay uses a very unusual control mechanic, but it's one you could get used to.
Perhaps the game is intended for a much younger audience.

See gameplay at https:\/\/youtu.be\/mGtCwCFhAcQ
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This is the best game of cerdocornios in all the universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing I had an
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